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1. Changes in incoming foreign nationals’ exempt categories 
Various newspapers reported on the new Decree, saying that foreign nationals 
would no longer need work permits. Unfortunately this is not the full story. 
The categories of incoming foreign workers exempt from work permit 
applications have however been expanded to include several new categories, 
as outlined below:

• Students currently studying at a school or training establishment 
overseas and who have an agreement on practical training at an agency, 
organization or enterprise in Vietnam

• Relations of members of a foreign representative agency in Vietnam who 
are working, after the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has so permitted, except 
where an international treaty of which Vietnam is a member contains 
some other provision

• People with service passports working for a State agency, political 
organization or socio-political organization

Also, one notable category has been added to the exempt mix: an expert, 
manager, executive director or technician working for a period under 
30 days and for a total cumulative period not exceeding 90 days in any 
one year. As such, in terms of administrative and legal issues, employers 
planning to assign their experts, managers, executive directors or technicians 
for short term assignments to Vietnam may benefit from this newly added 
category. Another benefit for this specific category is that no application needs 
to be made with the Department of Labour to obtain a conformation letter 
that no work permit is required (which is a requirement for other exemption 
categories, apart from bringing in technical expertise or marketing services for 
a period of less than 3 months )

Workers holding master’s degrees or higher and providing consultancy, 
teaching or conducting scientific research at institutions of higher education 
or vocational colleges for less than 30 days will no longer be exempt from 
obtaining a work permit under the new Decree, unless they qualify based on 
one of the other categories.

As a refresher, the remaining categories as outlined in Decree 102-2013-ND-
CP will stay effective under Decree 11-2016-ND-CP .

Effective April 1, 2016, Decree 
102-2013-ND-CP will be 
replaced by Decree 11-2016-ND-
CP. The new policies may 
lead to necessary changes in 
planning your future workforce 
in Vietnam. As such, how to 
stay in compliance with new 
legal procedures as well as 
keeping the global workforce 
flexible should be amongst the 
top priorities of multinational 
companies. In this Flash Alert, 
we outline the key changes with 
regard to the qualifications and 
work permit-exempt categories 
of incoming foreign workers.



2. Revised and expanded definitions of experts, managers 
and executive directors 
The new Decree also provides more clarified definitions of specific types of 
foreign citizens working in Vietnam: managers, executive directors, as well as 
the new definition of experts. 

Given the lack of definition of managers and executive directors in Decree 
102-2013-ND-CP, the new Decree produced the following clarifications:

• Manager means the manager of an enterprise as prescribed in article 4.18 
of the Law on Enterprises or the head or deputy head of an agency or 
organization;

• Executive director means a person who is the head of and who directly 
executively operates a subsidiary unit of an agency, organization or 
enterprise.

Furthermore, through March 31, 2016, according to Decree 102-2013-ND-
CP, experts are foreign workers that are recognized as experts, or foreign 
engineers, bachelors that have worked at least 5 years in their fields. Effective 
April 1, 2016, this Decree defines an expert as a person either (i) having a 
certificate from an agency, organization or enterprise overseas confirming his 
or her expertise, or (ii) having a university degree or higher or the equivalent 
and having at least 3 years working experience related to the working position 
being undertaken in Vietnam, or (iii) considered and approved by the Prime 
Minister. As outlined above, this Decree clarifies and loosens the qualifications 
for incoming experts in terms of experience and education required.

It’s important to note that these new and clarified definitions of experts, 
managers and executive directors will not only impact foreign new hires but 
also foreign employees internally transferred within an enterprise.

3. KPMG’s view
Even though the changes as picked up by news agencies may not be as 
groundbreaking as they were announced in the mainstream media, it is good to 
see that the government has introduced a work permit exemption for foreign 
experts, managers and technicians who will be in Vietnam for less than 90 days 
per year. Please note that any of the workers who are brought in under a work 
permit exemption category, may still be subject to Vietnamese income tax for 
the period(s) they are working in Vietnam. Contact your GMS professional if you 
require any further assistance making sure you are compliant with both labour 
law and tax legislation.
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